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105 B5-Q105

In the Site Survey Clarification number 61 you mentioned that 
you will provide a list of local security companies. Is this going to 
be provided now or after Contract Award? 07.08.2017

SMM Safety and Security Unit suggested the following list of companies. The list is based on open source 
information:

https://delo.ua/business/kak-ohrannye-kompanii-zarabatyvajut-v-krizis-315561/

106 B5-Q106

During the Site Survey you mentioned that you were going to 
send the Power Point presentation that you gave to the bidders. 
Kindly provide us with it. 07.08.2017

Provided

107 B5-Q107
Is it possible to receive the Minutes Of Meeting (MOM) that were 
captured during the Site Survey? 07.08.2017

Questions SV-Q29 to SV-Q101 were asked by the bidders during the site visit and were distributed to the bidders 
on 4 August. These questions are the Kostyantynivka site visit minutes.

108 B5-Q108
Would GRAY color be acceptable , or is a white air vehicle an 
absolute requirement? 07.08.2017

As stated in the ITB (section 2.2.6.) the UAV should be painted white. Should this not be possible due to technical 
reasons, the technical offer should provide an explanation why re-painting the UAV is not feasible. In such case the 

UAV can be painted in plain colours, e.g. grey.

109 B5-Q109
Can you please provide a copy of the Basic Charter 
Agreement? 08.08.2017

The contract will be negotiated in partnership with the vendor once they have been selected. The contract will be 
based on the terms of the ITB already supplied and the bid made by the company.

110 B5-Q110

Can you please confirm that Annexes A-D are listed in order of 
precedent, such that statements in Annex B (OSCE General 
Terms  and Conditions) take precedent over statement in Annex 
C (Terms of Reference). 08.08.2017

 The Annex C specify the opreational need and service requirements based on which proposal should be prepared. 
Upon the ITB award approval, the Contract will clearly specify the hireachy of the documet.

111 B5-Q111

Can you please confirm that liquidated damages are only 
applicable against initial positioning. {Ref: Annex A - Para 11, 
Annex B Para 34(2)a} 08.08.2017

Annex A para 11 is applicable for all periods. 

112 B5-Q112

Can you please confirm that the OSCE will not apply both 
liquidated damages and a reduction of the monthly payment at 
the same time.  {Ref:  Annex A - Para 11, Annex B - Para 27, 
Annex B Para 34(2)a , and Annex C – Para 2.2.7(c)iii} 08.08.2017

The contract will be negotiated in partnership with the vendor once they have been selected. The contract will be 
based on the terms of the ITB already supplied and the bid made by the company. Therefore, the proposal should 

include the bidders comments regarding this issue
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